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Abstract: Generally, Quadrotor type Unmanned Aerial Vehicles are unstable in nature, so to stabilize it, the controller is used. This
paper observes the PD controller that make use of UAV to control the adjust of quadrotor UAV even as in the air. The gain parameters
of the PD controller, the proportional gain Kp and the derivative gain Kd are apply to be stable and good performance. Unmanned aerial
vehicles (UAV) are becoming increasingly common and span a huge range of size and shape. After integrating PD controllers into the
systems, quadcopter settling time of roll, pitch and yaw system. Simulations result and comparison of X, Yand Yaw control techniques
are presented at the end of this paper. This controller monitors the controlled process variable, and compares it with the reference or set
point. The difference between actual and desired value of the process variable, called the error signal. Error is applied as feedback to
generate a control action to bring the controlled process variable to the same value as the set point. Control action in which the output
is proportional to a linear combination of the input and the time rate of change of input.
Keywords: stabilization; integrating; simulations result and comparison; error signal; control action

1. INTRODUCTION
UAVs or ‘Unmanned Aerial Vehicles’ are defined as aircrafts
without the onboard presence of pilot. Research and
development of unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) are getting
high encouragement nowadays, since the application of UAV
can apply to variety of area such as rescue mission, military,
film making, agriculture and others. For search and rescue
mission, UAV that attached with infrared cameras assist the
mission to search the target. Quadcopter or quadrotor aircraft
is one of the UAV that is major focuses of active researches in
recent years. Quadcopter operated by thrust that produce by
four motors that attached to it body. It has four input force and
six output states (x, y, z, θ, ψ, ω) and it is an under-actuated
system, Quadcopter has the advantages over the conventional
helicopter where the mechanical design is simpler. UAVs are
usually used for activities which are deemed to be either too
dull, dirty or dangerous for humans, and as a result, eliminates
the risk of loss of human life for certain applications [1].
UAVs can be remotely controlled or flown autonomously
based on pre-programmed flight plans. Hence, plenty of
research has been done with regards to control techniques for
the trajectory tracking of the flight plans. Quadrotors are now
widely available, both as commercial products and as opensource projects. Usually UAV systems are unstable and
stabilization control plays a very important role in it. It
automatically stabilizes the attitude of the vehicle and
prevents the vehicle from flopping and also maintains the
desired orientation during flight. The Quadrotor UAV
stabilization is depend upon the appropriate controlling of
their four motor speed. A stable flight is necessary for safety
and for better flight experience and to achieve a successful
mission. The four rotors are used in controlling the vehicle.
Each rotor produces moments as well as vertical forces. These
moments have been experimentally observed. The flight
movement of quad-rotor UAV is controlled by varying the
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speed of each propeller and the attitude stabilization can be
achieved by controlling the required speed of each motor.
UAVs can be remotely controlled or flown autonomously
based on pre-programmed flight plans. Hence, plenty of
research has been done with regards to control techniques for
the trajectory tracking of the flight plans. Nowadays, one of
the most popular UAV type is the rotary fixed-wing UAV.
They are highly lauded due to the advantages they have, such
as; vertical take-off and landing ability, portability, good
mobility, ability to carry payload, and also the ability to
operate in constraint spaces. The main contribution of this
paper is to introduce a new based PD control algorithm for
attitude stabilization of Quad-rotor UAV. It is worth to
mention that the proposed algorithm was implemented and
tested on developed Quadrotor UAV system and compared
with conventional PD Controller.

2. MODELLING OF A QUADROTOR
2.1 Aerodynamics Forces and Torques
Quadrotor needs a mechanism for generating forces and
torques that are required to control its horizontal and vertical
movements. There are four main forces that exert on a
quadrotor: gravity, lift, thrust and drag. Gravity is a force that
pulls the quadrotor down because of its mass. Lift and thrust
are the upward reaction forces acting on quadrotor due to the
propellers. Finally, drag is the backward force on the
quadrotor due to air. Quadrotor mechanism is mainly based on
its rotors and propellers that generate thrust perpendicular to
its rotor. The main thrust is generated along Z axis that creates
vertical movement. The horizontal movements along X and Y
axes are resulted from directing the force or thrust vector in
the appropriate direction. Therefore, quadrotor can be
characterized by one main control force T b uF, collective lift
u is the sum of the thrust generated by the four propellers.
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Where l is distance from the propellers to the center of mass
of the quadrotor and Q is the fan torques due to air.
The collective lift u is the sum of the thrust generated by the
four propellers.

(1)
Torque produced by each axis is resulted from

clockwise direction while the other pair of motors (2, 4)
rotates in clockwise direction as shown in fig. The motion of
quadrotor is achieved by varying the motor speed. Thus,
increasing or decreasing the four motor's speeds together
generates vertical motion. Increasing motor (1, 2) speed or
motor (3, 4) speed produces roll rotation that results quadrotor
to bend left or bend right. The same method is used for pitch
control. Varying motors (1,4) and motors (2,3) speed
conversely produce pitch rotation that results quadrotor to go
forward or backward. Yaw rotation can be done by the
difference in the counter-torque between each pair of motors.

(2)
(3)
(4)
Where b is distance from the propellers to the center of mass
of the quadrotor and Q is the fan torques due to air drag.
,

and

are the roll, pitch and yaw

angular velocity that can be received from gyro sensor. The
error values will be
(5)

(6)
Figure 1. Quadrotor concept motions description
(7)

3. CONVENTIONAL PD CONTROLLER
where rollde

, pitchde

and yawde

represent desired angular velocity. Using these
error values in PD equation, it can be gained

(8)

(9)

Proportional-plus-derivative(PD) controllers are widely used
in the industry [2,3]. The main reason is its relatively simple
structure, which can be easily understood and implemented in
practice [4]. The widespread use of PD-type controllers in
industries has affected efforts in the design and tuning of
conventional PD controllers so as to achieve an optimal
performance for the control system [5] The quadrotor in
nature is very unstable. In order to stabilize the quadrotor, PD
controller is needed to be developed within the system. PD
controller is the most widely used controller because of its
simplicity and robustness. The mathematical equivalent of PD
control algorithm can be expressed as

(10)
(11)

2.2 Quadrotor Configuration
Quadrotor UAV can be assigned to two different
configurations; plus, and cross configuration. In this case, four
brushless DC motors are mounted on quadrotor UAV in cross
configuration. One pair of motors (1, 3) rotates in counter
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Where kp and kd are the proportional, and derivative gains
respectively. To achieve stabilization, three PD controllers are
implemented for three different axes: roll, pitch and yaw
respectively. For a sensor feedback, we use gyro sensor which
is three axes angular rate sensor.
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4. IMPLEMENTATION OF SIMULINK

Figure 2. Block Diagram of Simulation

Figure 3. The trajectory of UAV without changing P

This figure contains yaw control, high control, velocity
control, attitude control. Firstly, the velocity control of
proportional gain is 0.1 and derivative gain is 2. The High
control of proportional gain is 4 and derivative gain is 1. The
altitude control of proportional gain is 100 and derivative gain
is 1. The yaw control of proportional gain is 20 and derivative
gain is 2. The simulation result of desired value and actual
value as shown in figure 4. The error value x, y and yaw as
shown in figure 5. And then, this velocity, high, altitude and
yaw control with proportional gain is changing and the
derivative is not changing this result of desired and actual
value as shown in figure 7, and the error value of x, y and yaw
as shown in figure 8.

5. SIMULATION RESULT
The simulation result is the compared of desired and actual
value and error without changing P and with changing P. The
changing of P is high the error is high. The greater the value
of P, the higher the error becomes. This paper states the result
of this desired and actual error of X, Y and Yaw.
Table 1. PD gain values for without changing P
Type

kp

kd

Velocity Control

0.1

2

High Control

4

1

Altitude Control

100

1

Yaw Control

20

2
Figure 4. Plot of desired & actual value of X, Y & Yaw
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Figure 5. Plot of error in X, Y & Yaw without changing P

Table 2. PD gain values for with changing P
Type

kp

kd

Velocity Control

0.2

2

High Control

8

1

Altitude Control

200

1

Yaw Control

40

2

Figure 6. The trajectory of UAV with changing P
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Figure 7. Plot of desired & actual value of X, Y & Yaw

Figure 8. Plot of error in X, Y & Yaw with changing P
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6. CONCLUSION
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This paper presented the design of a PD controller algorithm
to control the quadrotor system. The simulation result of the
desired value and actual value of X,Y and Yaw compared
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